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ABSTRACT

Warnings to the broad population in an emergency situation, irrespective of location and condition, is a public policy
responsibility. Public wireless networks offer now the opportunity to deliver emergency warnings in this way with
explanations, because in many countries the mobile penetration rates and coverage are higher than any other access
form. The paper summarizes the analysis of the selection process between Short messaging services (SMS) and Cell
Broadcast (CB) messaging in the context of Denmark based on end user requirements, stakeholder roles and casebased analysis. It demonstrates the many technical, cost-benefit and other trade-offs needed in supporting the
population now with a dependable and wide-spread technology. This research is the basis for a national policy.
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INTRODUCTION

In many countries of the world (developped as well as emerging), the basic emergency warning system to the broad
population is still acoustic, with a network of static or moveable horns activated by the public authorities and
ranging to groups of inhabitants in order to achieve a high coverage .A variant thereof is acoustic messaging via the
radio or possibly multimedia based warnings via the public TV networks. There is however still a long way to go
before Internet fixed access points, alike TV sets, will be always-on and reach a large fraction of the general
population, till such acoustic warning systems will be made entirely obsolete; the implied costs born by the users
from Internet or TV access, work patterns, mobility, as well as social factors such as age, handicap, connection
behaviours, will together and for a while still prevent rather sizeable parts of the population from getting warned by
Internet or TV alone when suddenly needed.
Separately, the critical analysis of public emergency situations all highlight the huge need for post-event information
updates to be distributed in real time to the general population or selectively, whether people are exposed or not to
the hazards, to ease rescue, evacuation, reduce panic levels, or for other tasks. Furthermore, at such post-event
stages, central alarm notification is not enough, as individuals and groups need to communicate with other
individuals or support points in a personalized way. This speaks in favour of personalized messaging [1].
Finally, warning as well as post-event communication via resilient and redundant infrastructure should not flood
communication capacity, especially if this has been reduced due to the events. Also it is not at all advised that the
access terminals be made special, except for unique situations (lonely blind people, polytraumatic disabled persons
etc).
SCOPE AND BACKGROUND

This research therefore has first been triggered by the concept of using widely adopted modern ubiquitous personal
communications and messaging facilities such as those offered by public wireless networks. Whereas wireless
networks such as those based on TETRA have the same properties, they are conceived and used as a private
networks usually by the public authorities themselves. It should be highlighted that thanks to licensing requirements
set by the national or multinational regulators, very high geographical coverage is granted in many countries, and
wireless terminal penetration is very high.
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The research has also been triggered by flaws found in Denmark by special interest groups in terms of the warning
systems coverage in space and time, with the corresponding political and media outcry resulting from such issues
being brought to the limelight. It was found that, after everything else possible had been done, there would still in
Denmark be one out of thousand individuals, especially hearing impaired, who could not be warned with the
planned national emergency resources [2]. Even if the terrain is not the issue in Denmark, just because of life
behaviours, at any time 1/5 of the population are outside the range of the acoustic horns or not able to listen to
radio/TV [2]. Also, it was found that over 60 % of the population nowadays does not know the meaning of the
emergency horns signals or do not react to them, as evidenced by the large flow of requests to emergency numbers
after routine tests.
The scope of this paper is to summarize the findings of a project driven by emergency scenarios and cases , which
specifies how .public wireless networks can in the present situation at short notice enhance and possibly replace
legacy warning systems to the general public while satisfying public interest and fast deployment requests [3]. More
precisely, were investigated in depth the operational, technical, cost-benefit and immediate availability aspects, of
public emergency messaging via SMS or Cell Broadcast (CB) standard technologies in 2G and 3G wireless
networks. Was also evaluated the use of Mobile Internet, but limitations in the installed base of wireless terminals
and/or user acceptance and familiarity, lead to its exclusion.
Some alternatives have been identified, such as the use of the electrical power networks, DVB-H, DBM (China),
digital radio, wireless LAN hot spots, or Internet access via set-top boxes, but all were quickly disqualified for lack
of penetration in the population, or incompatibility with life behaviours in view of alarm coverage and user mobility.
More precisely, if the following classification of public warning systems is considered:
Type A: general warning of the largest possible part of the population in real time (such as by acoustic horns)
Type B: general warning and information of the largest possible part of the population in quasi real-time (such as via
radio or TV broadcasts)
Type C: personalized message based warning and information of the largest possible part of the population in real
time
Type D: personalized message based warning and information, of specific population groups in real time (such as
via fixed Internet messaging, TETRA or deaf /blind specific solutions)
, then the focus of this research has been on Type C solutions for short term deployment. The sensor and information
fusion aspects for higher dependability or resilience, and better validation, can still be derived from the co-existence
with other Type A, B or D systems.
WIRELESS MESSAGING TECHNOLOGIES

Short messaging service (SMS) [4] allows sending in its simplest form up to 164 characters from any terminal or
central node, to any single mobile subscriber, in a point-to-point manner with store-and-forward best effort delivery
via SMSC (SMS Center) nodes. Enhanced SMS offers greater lengths but are exposed to much higher transmission
costs; IMS messaging as standardized under 3GPP allows for very large lengths and embedded multimedia but is not
much deployed yet. Cell Broadcast (CB) [5,6] is also a messaging system which allows to send in one go 93
characters from any central node, or application linked to it, to all mobile users satisfying common selection criteria;
this is carried out in a point-to-multipoint manner with small delays via the CBC (CB center). CB also is unique in
allowing up to 15 messages to be linked together so that they appear together once all received, i.e. in total 1395
characters.
In Denmark there were in early 2007 5.4 Million GSM wireless subscribers, and 200 000 3G subscribers, all using
services compliant with GSM standards and their UMTS evolution. Short messaging systems (SMS) and CB are
both mandated parts of the GSM and UMTS standards, and specified by ETSI [4]. As a result, in principle, both
SMS and CB messaging services are supported in the firmware or middleware of the handsets. Whereas SMS
services enjoy a phenomenal boom and represent huge revenue to the public operators, many operators decided very
early on never to deploy and support CB services because of lack of commercial service revenues. Geographical
coverage is 99 % of the country (except in Greenland).
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DECISION MAKING PROCESSES AND METHODOLOGY

The adoption of messaging based systems for public emergency warnings is a national policy decision as it falls
under government’s decision to handle public safety. However because of the investment costs and even larger
operating costs, and because of the low likelihood of the systems providing a payback as events are rare, such
decisions are hard to get. On the other hand , the emergency system operators have to be neutral and positioned in
such a way institutionally and legally to be able to receive all data and information needed for warning and postevent messaging, while they also must have the trust of public and government alike. Finally, the system
subcontractors, such as public wireless operators, may not see at all a business case in maintaining a high degree of
resilience and availability at all times, combined with randomly high traffic at alarm times. However, in such
countries as Denmark, provisions were put in the mobile operator license conditions to mandate help with services
of public interest, although terms and conditions had to be negotiated from case to case. It is thus necessary to take a
public-private partnership business model in the role distribution and the corresponding funding schemes.
From the above description of the decision making process, the following recursive filtering and elimination
methodology had to be applied:
1) Scenario analysis to characterize the range of alarm situations to be handled short-term by a wireless messaging
system, on the basis of the threat categories from the Emergency Directorate [2].
2) End user requirements on performance and other attributes for each scenario, and satisfaction of these
requirements when the warning messaging is delivered to them using the two alternative technologies; the survey
method was used to elicit the requirements so these data are primary data; secondary data are the results of the ETSI
”Emergency service and civil protection communities” (www.emtel.etsi.org ).
3) Engineering analysis of traffic and congestion implications.
4) Validation of the requirements from 2) from post-event debriefs from past catastrophes in Denmark and abroad,
and subsequent reconciliation; such debriefs are secondary data; the two selected debrief cases are the London
terrorist bombings on 07 July 2005, and the huge fireworks factory explosion in Seest, Denmark on 03 November
2004. Further validation details and sources are found in [3].
5) Stakeholder cost-benefit analysis of all key parties involved in the decision and operations: Information and
Communications regulator (“IT & Telestyrelsen”), Emergency Directorate (“Beredskabsstyrelsen”), National Police
(“Rigspolitiet”), Local Police, Police warning center (“Alarm centralen Århus”), wireless public operators (incl.
TDC A/S). This analysis also involved interviews and calculations.
6) Stakeholder risk analysis for all key parties involved, this time including the end users.
The steps 5) and 6) involved 18 structured interviews supplemented by validation questions all representing primary
data. Interaction has also happened with ETSI, the Cell Broadcast Forum, and CEASA which is the body
specializing in warning networks with use of CB technology.
WARNING OR ALARM PROCESSES

There is a differentiation between zone of operations and event location; the rescue team operates at the location of
the event and has the leadership; the zone of operations encompasses a whole range of support functions (such as
temporary placements for wounded persons etc) and the leadership is here by the Police. Normally, the decision to
issue a warning or alarm resides with three organizations:
i.
the head of the zone of operations,
ii.
the head of the event operations, and
iii.
the head of the Police district
The need to alarm goes from i. to ii. with information about the event location and type, and after feedback and
confirmation to iii. who orders the public alarm via the Central alarm center. There are however exceptions where i.
can request the alarm from iii. without validation, just like the watch officer in iii. can activate the alarm in extreme
situations where there is not enough time to run the normal procedure. In general i. formulates the alarm message,
although it may be iii. in extreme situations. The above communication is today by telefax for legal reasons, with
telephone back-up and a back-up alarm center in Slagelse as well. A governmental Internet VPN will also be used.
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As it is now, the watch officer at the Central alarm center in Århus (or Slagelse) activates the horns in the zone of
operations, enters the warning message in the alarm system, from which it is sent to the national broadcasters DR
and TV2 who produce radio/TV/Text-TV readouts; a copy is sent the Emergency Directorate and the national wire
service Ritzau.
It is also allowed for the state or municipal authorities (“Kommune”) with emergency handling resources to issue
alarms; for the state authorities they go directly to the national alarm center in Århus, while for the others they must
go via the relevant Police district. The alarm messages have a fixed format [2]; those analyzed in the project had an
average length of approx. 1000 characters, largely because of specific orders to receivers (evacuation, physical
protection, routes, etc); this length is in general too long to display on most mobile terminal displays, thus the
project has recommended to send out a short version first.
REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION FROM CASES

The London case demonstrated a 2.5 hours delay between the first bomb explosion at 08:50 and the first message by
the London Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis, Sir Ian Blair, at 11:15 to”go in, tune in”; this was later
criticized in the July 07 Review committee report [7]. The Web content on BBC referred mistakingly to electrical
surges as the events. Phone calls could not be made as the networks were cut or overloaded by a factor of about ten
[7]. Individuals alerted others by email about the bombings from 09:30. Vodafone tells it considered sending out 15
Million SMS messages as a warning but gave up due to the added congestion and delay. City of London Police
asked the wireless operator O2 to activate access overload control (ACCOLC) in a zone of 1 km around the subway
stations affected by the attacks, meaning only phones with special SIM cards could use the network for about 5
hours, and O2 lost several hundred thousand calls. Many people were at work or on their way, and with no access to
TV, so that lack of information made people insecure.
The Seest case [8] involved a fire in the N.P. Johnsen fireworks manufacturing plant in the town of Seest in
Denmark; the fire was enormous and the zone of operations had to be enlarged twice due to the broadening of all
explosions. One thousand people were wounded or evacuated, on fireman died, 60 houses were burnt down totally
as well as 8 fire fighting vehicles. The alarm horns were activated twice and the broadcast network DR also, 3 min
after the second explosion, then the second 3 min before the largest explosions who could be heard more than
hundred kilometres away. Panic spread rapidly in the population and the Police used loudspeakers from vehicles to
request evacuation. The Police recognized later that the warnings by horns were not heard or understood by most
people. Police had to run from house to house to request people to go to a school and register there. Detailed
explanations were first given next morning on the Kolding’s municipality’s Web site and by the radio network DR
Channel 94. During this event, the health emergency services, the firemen, the municipality’s emergency resources
as well as Police, all relied on the public wireless network using mobile virtual private networks in use by each party
on a routine basis. The population also used the same network but with public access. It was reported that while
some redialling was needed, all users got access to the network within short time, and access overload control was
never used; blocking probability was also low thanks to the way the local base station network and BSC had been
configured in the area.
USER REQUIREMENTS AND SATISFACTION BY SMS OR CELL BROADCAST MESSAGING

The main user requirements, resulting from Steps 1-4 in the methodology Section above, are identified in the 2nd
column of Table 1. The results of Steps 2 and 3 in terms of the extent to which these requirements are met by SMS
and CB messaging services are featured in summary form in the two right hand columns; extensive analysis is
provided in [3].
Number

User Requirement

SMS satisfaction

Cell Broadcast
satisfaction

1

The messages must include both warnings and orders
, and they must be formulated in an easy
understandable language

Partially as SMS
messages are too
short

Yes

2

The alarms messages must be up-to-date, with
possibly three categories: instant alarms, growing
visible event occurrence, and expected sudden
occurrence

Yes

Yes
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3

Messages must be able to be sent in several languages
for residents and tourists

No

Yes

4

The warning messaging system should not use any
extra memory, battery or computational power in the
access terminals, and thus multimedia messages
including MMS are excluded

Yes

In general: yes

5

Only the population in the zone of operations and
other threat areas must be warned , meaning
geographical filtering is required; filtering must be
from exact mapping data and not just from location
names

Partially as SMSC is
normally not linked
to cell locations

Yes

6

Irrespective of the situation and user numbers, the
maximum delay from the warning command time to
receipt by end users, should be max 5 minutes

No, unless small
teledensity and zone
size

Yes, unless too large
population and
insufficient RBS
capacity

7

The public warning system must operate in the whole
country with all 2G and 3G public operators

Yes (99 %
geographical
coverage in
Denmark)

Yes (99 %
geographical coverage
in Denmark)

8

The public warning system functionality must be
supported in the firmware or middleware of all 2G and
3G wireless handsets

Yes

Yes

9

All persons on danish soil with a GSM or UMTS
terminal must receive the warning messages without
registering for the service and without specific
terminal configuration

Yes

No , unless CB
configuration done
beforehand

10

The messaging system must include a training /
exercising functionality and include provisions to
distinguish alarm messages from normal text or MMS
messaging

Yes

Eventually

11

Operations should not be affected when Access
overload control , call gapping or other QoS features
are activated

Partially

Yes

12

The system should be free of charge for end users, and
operators should not charge specifically for warning
messages; legislation to be introduced to enact the
system under universal service obligations

Yes within tariff
bundle limits

Yes

13

Deaf / blind and severely physically / mentally
disabled persons should be warned by the same
system, with possible additional user interfaces

Yes

Yes

14

The system should be secure and trusted with a central
information control

Yes in general

Yes

15

No single point of failure in process, hardware,
software or communications may exist

Yes

Yes

16

All issued warning messages, destination groups and
times must be logged

Yes

Yes

17

It should be legal to build and deploy the system, and

Yes

Yes, but operators
have not activated the
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regulatory approval must be established

service in general

Table 1: Summary of end user requirements for wireless emergency messaging, and satisfaction thereof by SMS and CB
services

Template messages must be designed to both speed up the actual editing in a specific situation, and also to help in
training /exercising. An example is provided in Figure 2.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Category: Building fire ”WARNING by Police:
A fire in (location) now produces poisonous gases: You are now in an area which this dangerous smoke may cross.
Go indoors, close doors / windows / ventilators. Indoors the risk will be much reduced. Listen to DR and TV2 for
more information. You will receive an update on your mobile phone when (danger is over / danger is worsened /
evacuation is ordered / other).
Police Chief in (location)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Figure 2: Example of template message (translated from Danish); length in Danish is 366 characters at most

ALARM SITUATION CONGESTION TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

A full calculation model has been developped whereby Radio base system (RBS), Base system controller (BSC) and
SMSC or CBC capacities over time are determined, assuming nominal capacities in signalling , storage and message
traffic intensity; such capacities are specifically determined when loaded by emergency wireless messaging requests
While the traffic analysis relies on standard wireless network traffic engineering (with circuit switched connections
over the air interface as in 2G and 3G), the calculation is unique to emergency situations because it is time
dependent and recursive.
The driving process is a person-to-person social communication network, evolving over time for a given wireless
teledensity in the surroundings. At alarm time, the wireless traffic load is equal to the number of detected users in
the zone of intervention or its overlapping RBS coverage area; this is determined by the active signalling channels to
these RBS’es. Post alarm, any given user is assumed to call or message on behalf of other users: family, work,
transportation assistance, health assistance. By an obvious snowball combinatorial explosion effect, each of these
four message recipients from any given warning person will again generate an average of three messages or calls, of
which 2 back to the person in the zone of operations. The process is set to repeat itself, at time intervals linked to an
emergency event category, and once again at the possible receipt of an updated warning message from the public
authorities.
Congestion happens whenever: either the calculated blocking probability exceeds some specified threshold, or when
an infrastructure node is saturated because of its capacity (including on the number of active signalling channels), or
when the message queue waiting length exceeds the max. 5 minutes requirements criterion.
While the full details are too extensive to be specified here, this analysis allows statistically to determine which of
SMS and CB give congestion the last, meaning the system can be up and running longest (by either of the three
congestion reasons above). SMS is shown to be strongly subject to queuing congestion except if the zone of
operations has a low teledensity. A different complementary analysis method is described in [9]. The CB messages
are sent out on the CBCH CB channel without interference from the voice traffic, unless signalling capacity is
limited [5]. The effect of the RBS network planning focussing on an ideal mesh distribution is analysed in [10]
while the reality of the uneven RBS location priorities of operators for the Danish capital and the Seest disaster area
are illustrated in Figure 3. RBS location mismatches to latent user teledensity is another additional negative factor
which however was not studied in this research.
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Figure 3: RBS locations in Copenhagen and Skjern area (close to Seest disaster) Source: www.mastedatabasen.dk; the
locations are marked with a grey cube with a number or letter label
COST BENEFIT AND RISK ANALYSES

The risk analysis has been carried out by estimating for each identified event / risk category, a value at risk, and the
corresponding probability; a risk priority ranking is derived by taking the product of these two numbers [3]. Are
determined to be factors with the highest risk: the overload of the networks, the fact that most public operators see
CB as an irrelevant or not profitable technology with little compensation by the public authorities, the rarity of
warnings, and the fact that the warning system implementations are not flexible enough for highly diversified risks
(see e.g. Table 2).
Risk factor

Probability

Value at risk from
requirements survey

Risk value

Police too slow in activating warning

0.5

0.8

0.40

Too seldom relevant warnings

0.30

0.80

0.24

Lack of system flexibility in view of
unforeseen events

0.50

0.40

0.20

Overload of networks by warnings

0.9

0.8

0.72
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Not all mobile operators want to participate

0.9

0.8

0.72

Table 2: High risk factors and determination in CB warning case

The cost-benefit analysis [3] forms the basis for a decision by policy makers about a wireless emergency network
but is based on a range of assumptions and estimates which need to be revised in each concrete situation; Table 3
provides highlights in the case mentioned below.
Direct NPV of costs after 5, resp. 15 y
(in M Euros)

Lives saved by system efficiencies
after 5 , resp. 15 y

SMS

16

25

12

18

CB

43

74

31

54

Table 3: Highlights from an example of cost-benefit analysis [3]

.SMS and CB emergency messaging both represent incremental investments and operational costs to existing GSM
or 3GPP1 networks; this is a favourable factor for fast adoption as the underlying basic infrastructure is already in
place thanks to mobile operator investments. While 3G and HSPA/Edge may overtake GSM in the longer term as
featured in [11], the short term reality is that GSM is dominant. One cost-benefit assumption is that there are in
average two emergency situations per year per zone of operations with an average of 200 000 inhabitants or guests,
and that three warning messages are sent out each time (warning, post-event instructions, and end of warning); such
values correspond to the average use of the horn based systems over the past 10 years [2]; the majority of the
emergency situations are assumed from past data to be linked to dangerous smoke, water poisoning or dangerous
gas. Parametric cost-benefit assumptions deal with the benefits impact of each warning message in reducing the
death count, severe injuries and light injuries by multiples of ½, 5 and 20 persons respectively. Data are also used
from the Transportation and Energy Ministry [12] about person related losses and general welfare losses for each
death, major or light injury. The cost benefit present value calculation horizons are 5 or 15 years (to match residual
GSM or 3GPP1 license durations) with a discounting factor of 3 %.
The net present value of an SMS based emergency messaging warning system is always negative and in average
about 4 times more affordable than the one for a CB based solution; also, the SMS based solution alone offers
positive net cash flow except at incremental investment time (see details in [3]). The analysis also allows to
determine the hypothetical break even situations needed to recover system investments and operating costs; for
SMS messaging the needed reductions in number of deaths are at least 12 persons (for 5 years) and 18 persons (for
15 years); for CB messaging, the equivalent numbers are 31 and 54 persons.
In summary this means that public network based emergency warning systems are strictly speaking both lossmaking investments because they still do not allow in general to reduce fast enough the number of deaths and
injuries. However, the SMS based solution is still the most favourable and affordable from a public benefits point of
view for the normal emergencies encountered in Denmark and the possible reductions of losses within the
population. Thanks to the corresponding wireless warnings, benefits seem to be achievable much faster than with
CB.
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

This research has explored the short-term opportunity offered by leveraging on existing widely used and accepted
public wireless services and wireless terminals in the Danish context for emergency warning of the general public
.The results do not preclude the fact that alternative technologies and information handling techniques [13] may in
the future offer a better impact with same or higher access terminal adoption. It has been shown that neither SMS
nor Cell Broadcast based messaging meet all user requirements, although they meet most of them. The main
drawback of an SMS based solution is the high risk of not being able to warn within 5 minutes due to network
congestion and recipient selection overhead. The main drawback with Cell Broadcast is that the end user must in
advance have configured his/her terminal or received a configuration patch via the wireless network or at sales time.
Both systems offer potentially the needed flexibility. The risk and cost benefit analyses establish that the minimum
numbers of reductions of deaths and injuries thanks to wireless warnings required for the systems to pay back over
the years are likely to be met.
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If any advice from this analysis is to be provided, the highest likelihood of meeting positive returns today in view of
all the expected diverse and cumulated threats in Denmark is met by the 15 years lifetime of an SMS based solution
(2G or 3G). In about 5 years, the best choice may be an SMS/IMS based solution in LTE networks resulting from a
migration from SMS.
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